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So War on Autism, discusses dominant autism advocacy
being. It makes statements about what happens to those
who deviate from main advocacy discourse' frame of
recognition...
... is at risk of being delegitimised/ excluded from joining in recognised advocacy
works. So main PDA advocacy by lived experience is that PDA is an ASD, that
demand avoidance is irrational and tend to prefer name "Pathological"...
... So most people in PDA community will know I am not invited to talk at most PDA
events or let alone PDAer advocacy. Probably as my views on PDA differ from central
PDA discourse...
... Main PDA discourse is:
- Called Pathological/ Extreme Demand Avoidance.
- Is a PDD/ ASD subtype.
- PDA is a distinct entity.
- It has its own strategies.
...
... I get a lot flak from PDA supporters for my views on PDA, such as complaints,
name calling. Told I do tirades. Or I have narcissistic personality disorder.
My underlying approach is of many autistic persons/ social model neurodiversity
supporters...
... So seeking good quality scientific method based research, being inclusive and a
robust ethical case:

Critical Autism Studies
Critical autism studies; Emancipatory autism studies; Transformative autism studies
(Woods et al. 2018) Introduction Critical Autism Studies (CAS) is the only autisticled community of practice,...
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4614-6435-8_102297-1

For instance I am seeking the inclusion of non-autistic PDAers, but I am told they do
not exist. Likewise I do not have PDA.

... Screenshot is underline previous comment about the flak I get from PDA
supporters.
My work is indicating that PDA has prematurely formed a community of practice
assuming it is an autism subtype:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337146735_Demand_avoidance_pheno
mena_circularity_integrity_and_validity_a_commentary_on_the_2018_National_Autistic_Society_PDA_Conference

... PDA is providing a community to some autistic persons:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333634638_The_PDA_paradox_the_hig
hs_and_lows_of_my_life_on_a_littleknown_part_of_the_autism_spectrum_Book_Review
Thus, PDA is reified taking a life of its own, despite lacking evidence to justify this.
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/705748

... Please note the example of me engaging PDAer perspectives.
More importantly, as there is a PDAer community, that advocates for it being a
distinct form of autism. My inclusive, scientific method approach to PDA undermines
their efforts...
... So responding to my advocacy and calls for my social model neurodiversity based
approach to PDA. @sallycatPDA & Harry Thompson were tagged. Harry mentioned
to me there is a team of people working on something...

... My prediction is based on that @sallycatPDA, Harry Thompson and others are
probably working on a collection of essays/ videos to delegitimise me or discredit my
work as my work undermines their campaigning.
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@EDalmayne if you disagree with such an interpretation?
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